Fouls
 Hitting below the Belt, holding , tripping, kicking
and butting with foot or knee.
 Blows with head, shoulder, forearm, elbow, throttling of the
opponent, and pressing with arm or elbow in opponent’s face,
pressing the head of the opponent back over the ropes.
ropes
 Hitting with open glove, the inside of the glove, wrist or side
of the hand.
 Hits landing on the back of the opponent, on the back of
the neck or head and kidney punch.
 Pivot Blows
 Attack while holding the ropes or making any unfair use of
the ropes.
ropes
 Lying on, wrestling and throwing in the clinch.

Fouls
 An attack on an opponent who is down or who is
in the act of rising (or falling).
 Holding and hitting or pulling and hitting.
 Holding or locking , on the opponent’s arm or head, or
pushing
h
an arm underneath
d
h the
h arm off the
h opponent.
 Ducking below the belt of the opponent.
 Completely
C
l t l passive
i defence
d f
b means off double
by
d bl cover and
d
intentionally falling, running, or turning the back to avoid a
blow.
 Speaking.
 Not stepping back when ordered to Break
 Attempting to strike opponent immediately after the
Referee has ordered “Break” and before taking a step back .

Fouls
 Assaulting or behaving in an aggressive manner
towards Referee at any time.
 Spitting out the gum shield intentionally with out receiving
a correct punch will cause the Boxer to receive a mandatory
Warning.
Warning
 If the gum shield falls out after the Boxer has received a
correct p
punch , and if this happens
pp
for the third time , the
Boxer will receive a mandatory Warning.
 Keeping the advanced hand straight in order to obstruct the
opponent’s
’ vision.
i i
 Biting an opponent.
 Faking or simulating (an injury)
Pivot blows, Back hand .
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Gum Shield
Must be form fitted and any other colour
than
h Red
R d or partially
i ll Red
R d.
If the Gumshield is knocked out as a result
of a (legal) Blow
Or
The Boxer carries the Gum Shield halfway
outside of his mouth

Issue a
“Caution

When 2 Cautions have already been issued
Or
The Boxer deliberately spits out the Gum
Shi ld
Shield

Issue a
“Warning”
g
by meelan vaidya

Decisions
 Win on points – WP
‐ Spilt or Unanimous
‐ Due to Injury (unintentionalFoul)
( nintentionalFo l)
‐ Due to Out of Control event
‐ Both Boxers Injured

 Win by Disqualification ‐ DQ
‐ Foul Play / 3 Warnings
‐ Injury caused by Intentional
I t ti
l Foul
F l
‐ Low Blow / warning ‐ DQ

 Win By Technical Knock Out – TKO  Win by Knock Out – KO
‐ Either Boxer Outclassed
‐ Boxer down and counted up to 10
‐ Either Boxer retires.
retires
‐ Without Counting 10.
10
‐ Boxer out of the ring
‐ Simultaneous Knock out
‐ Low Blow
 Technical Knock Out ‐Injury
Injury ‐TKOI
TKOI  Win by Walk Over –WO
WO
‐ Injury from Correct Punches
‐ Fails to appear in the Ring
‐ Injury not from Punches
‐ Medically Unfit
Extraordinary Rescheduling
Any unseen incidence beyond Control of Referee and Boxers occurs before the
end of the First Round , the Bout will be terminated and then have to be
rescheduled by the Supervisor preferably Within the same day

Win on Points
 If an injury caused an unintentional foul
occurs and as a result the contest is stopped
by the Referee , the judges will record the
points gained by each Boxer up to the time of
Winner of the
the termination of the Bout. The Boxer
bout
ahead on points will be declared the winner
On points
of the bout on points.
 If both Boxers are injured at the same time
and as a result the contest is stopped by the
Referee
The round in
 If the bout is terminated by the Referee
which the Bout
due to an event that is out of the Boxer’s or
is stopped
Referee’s control (destruction of ring, Power will be scored ,
supply failure,
failure forces of nature
nature, etc
etc.)in
)in the
even if it
i is
i a
any round. The bout will be terminated and
partial round
decision will be on Points.
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Technical Knock Out
 Boxer retires voluntarily.
 Coach retires Boxer by throwing towel into
the ring or by mounting steps.
 Boxer fails to resume Boxing after the rest
period or after a knockdown
 Boxer is Outclassed, in the opinion of the
Referee , Supervisor
p
or Ringside
g
Physician
y
 Boxer fails to recover after 90 seconds (low
blow situation)
 boxer fails to return to the ring unassisted
with in 30 seconds (Boxer out of the ring)
 boxer fails to continue due to loss of
contact lenses.
l

The
opponent
will be
declared
the
Winner
by
TKO
by meelan vaidya

Boxer out of the Ring
g
gp
In the case of a Boxer being
punched out
of the ring by a legal blow, the Boxer must
y (3
(30)) seconds to come
be allowed thirty
back into the ring, after the eight (8)
p of anyone.
y
In the
count,, without the help
case the Boxer is not able to come back
within the above mentioned timeframe,,
such Boxer will be deemed to have lost the
y TKO
Bout by
by meelan vaidya

TKO ‐ I
 Boxer in the opininon of the Referee
, is unfit to continue due to a sustained
or incresed injury from correct
punch(es).
 Boxer becomes incapble to continue
competing because of an injury, not
caused by a punch.
 uncontrolled nose Bleeding
 Shoulder Pops – up
 Twisted ankle.
 Boxer vomits .
by meelan vaidya

Knock Out
 Boxer is knocked down and fails to
resume Boxing.
 Should the Referee count up to 10,
10 the
gong will not save the Boxer.
 Boxer is considered knocked down ,
when the boxer due to blow or series
of blows
» touches the floor with any part of
hi /h b
his/her
body
d other
h than
h B
Boxers feet.
f
» hangs helplessly on the ropes .
» is outside or partly outside the ropes.
» has fallen and is not lying on the ropes,
but is semi – conscious state and cannot
continue the bout,, in the opinion
p
of the
Referee.

The opponent
pp
will be declared the
winner by KO
In the event of both
Boxers are KO – both
will loose the bout
KO.
If the Boxer is KO by
a blow after
“Break”or “Stop” and
Referee counts upto
10 , the win by DQ
will not
allow the Boxer
tobox in an
advancing bout.
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Walk Over
When either Boxer is present in the ring fully
pp
attired readyy to Box and the opponent
fails to
appear in the Ring after being announced and
The
the Maximum period of one minute has
opponent
elasped after the gong (bell) has sounded
will be
If the
th S
Supervisor
i
k
knows iin advance
d
that
th t a
Boxer will not be present, the Supervisor
will cancel the procedure mentioned above
and the announcer will announce the official
result to the public.

declared
the
h
winner by
WO
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